Tryton Success Stories

Who?  
Nicolas Évrard

From?  
Tryton Foundation / $B_2CK$
The success stories

In May, the foundation decided to change the rule applying to companies listed on the service page.

The foundation require companies on the service page to provide (at least) within six months one business case / success story.
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In order received

- John’s story about his legal firm
- Adiczion’s story about a wine importer
- CK’s story about a company producing vision based systems (in collaboration with SISAlp).

Fun fact
Three is the first odd prime

Sad fact
Three is the number of success stories received.

Only 17% of the companies on the service page replied.
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- The service page is useless
- Company is using Tryton but do not want to be associated with it anymore
- Company do not plan to sell Tryton service anymore
- Company has gone bankrupt
- Company has never done any implementation
- Company cares about their customers privacy
- Company are working in \textsc{JIT} wrt to this subject.